
ABSTRACT

KIMBERLY DAWN TUM SUDEN.  A Computer Simulated Design for
Welding Hoods.  (Under the direction of Dr. Michael R.
Flynn)

Computer programs written in BASICA were used to

examine various exhaust hood designs for shielded metal arc

welding. The breathing zone concentration was found to be

an inverse linear function of the computer predicted capture

efficiency . This result suggests that simple potential

flow models maybe adequate in some cases to apply to

industrial processes. '

In studying the parameters involved in hood design,

aspect ratio and flow were found to have a significant

effect on the breathing zone concentration. Worker position

relative to the hood also was found to be a significant

factor. Hood height showed no effect in reducing breathing

zone concentrations. Further examination of hood height is

warranted.
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INTRODUCTION

Occupational health hazards can be controlled by three

methods - engineering controls, administrative controls, and

personal protective equipment. Engineering controls are the

most effective form because they involve removing the worker

from exposure to the hazard by such methods as isolation,

substitution, automation, ventilation or elimination.

Administrative controls include education, training and

supervision. An example of an administrative control would

be rotating workers to reduce their exposures from a

particular operation. Personal protection is the least

desired method of control because it requires the worker to

become responsible to a greater extent for his magnitude of

exposure.

The purpose of local exhaust ventilation (LEV), a form

of engineering control, is to protect workers from harmful

levels of fumes, gases, vapors, and dusts generated during

industrial operations. LEV is used when general dilution

ventilation cannot sufficiently control contaminant levels.

When properly designed for a specific operation, LEV can

control contaminants such that other forms of control e.g.

personal protective equipment are not needed.

The local exhaust system is designed to control or

capture contaminants at or near the point of generation.

The system consists of a hood or enclosure connected to an

exhaust system via ductwork and an air cleaning system.  An
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example of the elements of an exhaust system is given in

Figure 1.

The exhaust hood should enclose the operation as much

as possible to be most effective. If this is not feasible

in design, the hood should be located close to the source of

contaminant generation. Also, air flow should be directed

away from the worker. Figure 2 shows various hood designs

and Figure 3 shows an example of poor hood design.
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HOOD TYPE DESCRIPTION ASPECT RATIO W

SLOT 0.2 OR  LESS

FLANGED   SLOT 0.2 OR LESS

A=WL (sq.ft.)

PLAIN OPENING 0.2 OR GREATER
AND ROUND
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AND ROUND

^ ͣy BOOTH

W

TO SUIT WORK

CANOPY TO SUIT WORK

Figure 2.  Various Hood Designs.(Source Reference 1)
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VENTILATION HOOD DESIGN

-Capture Velocity-

Because of their importance as a form of engineering

control, ventilation systems and exhaust hood design have

been studied extensively since the early twentieth century.

The design equations developed at that time by Dalla Valle

and Silverman are still used as the basis for hood design in

the ACGIH Industrial Ventilation Manual [ 2 ] . These

equations use capture velocity as the primary design

parameter. Capture velocity is defined in the ACGIH

Ventilation Manual as "the air velocity at any point in

front of the hood or at the hood opening necessary to

overcome opposing air currents and to capture the

contaminated air at that point by causing it to flow into

the hood" [2]. Equations developed by Dalla Valle [3],

Silverman [4], Fletcher [5-7] and Garrison [8-9] are

described below.

Dalla Valle [3] first studied the aerodynamic

characteristics of round, square, and rectangular hoods of

four different aspect ratios (width/length) greater than

0.2. By using a modified pitot tube, he mapped the equal

velocity contour lines of these hoods. From these contours

he developed an equation to calculate the centerline

velocity gradient:

f(y) = m/(x") (1)
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where f(Y) is the point velocity as a fraction, f, of Y, the

average face velocity of the hood, x is the horizontal

distance from the hood, and m and n are constants (n=-1.91

and m=bA ) . A is equal to the hood face area and b and k

for round openings are constants equal to 0.0825 and 1.04,

respectively. For rectangular hoods k is also equal to

1.04, but b depends on the aspect ratio of the hood. An

approximate expression for the round, square and rectangular

hoods (aspect ratio > 0.2) studied was given by:

f(Y) = bAx"2 (2)
In the Ventilation Manual [2], this expression for the hoods

studied is reduced to:

V = Q/(10x2 + A) (3)
for x within 1^ D where D is the diameter of round hoods or

the length of the side of rectangular hoods with aspect

ratio greater than 0.2. V is the velocity in feet per

minute (fpm) and Q is the volume of air flow in cubic feet

per minute (cfm).

Flanges reduce the required air volume by approximately

25% over unflanged hoods. This is reflected in the equation

for centerline velocity of flanged hoods [2]:

V = Q/[0.75(10x2 + A)] (4)
Silverman [4] studied the velocity contours of flanged

and unflanged rectangular hoods with aspect ratios

(width/length) < 0.2. From these contours he developed

equations for the centerline velocity of slot hoods. He

considered the slot a line source of suction since the width
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of the slot is small compared to the length. From his work

and "exact equations":

unflanged      V = 23.8Q[(w+l)/w]/xL   (5)

flanged      V = 55.4Q/xL (6)

centerline velocity equations for flanged and unflanged slot
hoods have been reduced in the ACGIH Ventilation Manual as

follows [2]:

flanged      V = Q/(3.7LX) (7)

unflanged      V = Q/(2.6LX) (8)

where L is the slot length in feet and X is the horizontal

distance to the hood face in feet. The original "exact"

equations contained an error in the constant which was later

corrected by Silverman and this correction is shown in the

equations in the ACGIH Ventilation Manual [2].

More recently, other researchers have examined the

capture velocity equations of hoods. Fletcher [5] first

examined unflanged rectangular hoods and slots to determine

centerline velocities as a function of hood flow, horizontal

distance to the hood and also a variable not previously

considered, the aspect ratio (width/length). From his

studies, he found that for a fixed hood area and flow rate,

the velocity at a set point in front of the hood decreased

as the aspect ratio of the hood increased. This is shown in

the equation that he developed for the centerline velocity

of unflanged hoods and slots from his experimental data.

From this equation, he constructed a nomogram for the
centerline velocity over the range of aspect ratio (1:1 to
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16:1) and xA"-'-/^ that were studied. The centerline velocity

equation and nomogram are shown in Figure 4.

Fletcher [6] then expanded his work to include flanged

hoods and slots. Fletcher's studies showed that the optimum

flange width, D, is equal to the square root of the area of

the hood, A^/^. Flanges of greater width than this were not

found to substantially increase the velocity.

To further study the velocity contours of hoods,

Fletcher [7] then examined the effect of an adjacent plane

such as a table. The presence of the plane was found to

give higher velocities in front of the hood than if the hood

was free-standing because the hood was not drawing air from

the area below the hood. As with the presence of a flange,

equal centerline velocities in front of the hood can be

maintained at lower flow.

Garrison [8] conducted further studies on the equations

for centerline velocity and utilized non-dimensional

equations to describe the contours as a function of distance

from the inlet. These equations are applicable to flanged

and unflanged circular, rectangular, and slot hoods. Y is a

non-dimensional parameter equal to the velocity as a

fraction of the hood face velocity, Vo. The value X^^ is

the non-dimensional centerline distance. For circular hoods

^DW ^ ^/^ where X is the centerline distance and D is the

hood diameter. For rectangular hoods X^^ = X/W where W is

the width and for slot inlets, X^^ = W/L where L is the slot

length.
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Figure 4.  Fletcher's Centerline Velocity Equatiand Nomogram.  <Source Reference 5>
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y "near" = a(b) (9)

Y "far" = a(Xj3w)^ (10)
Values of a and b are dependent upon inlet shape, presence

of a flange, and aspect ratio of the hood (See Table 1).

Garrison [9] then expanded his work to graphical design

of streamlines and velocity potentials to examine what

happens in the vicinity of the hood in a two dimensional

manner.

-Capture Efficiency and Potential Flow-

In the works completed by Dalla Valle, Silverman,

Fletcher and Garrison, capture velocity on the centerline

was deemed the most important design parameter and each

researcher derived an equation to describe this value for a

particular hood. A difficulty arises, however, when a

process releases contaminants from a point not on the

centerline. In addition, crossdrafts or other such air

movements are not accounted for in the design equations. To

address this problem, Ellenbecker, Gempel and Burgess [10]

described the use of capture efficiency as the primary

design parameter of an exhaust system. The capture

efficiency, n^., is the fraction of contaminants generated by
a source that is captured by the exhaust system:

He = G'/G (11)
where G is the contaminant generation rate (g/sec) and G' is

the exhaust contaminant capture rate (g/sec). The capture

efficiency, ng, is a function of the airflow through the
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Empirical Design Data for Nondimensional Centerline Velocity Gradients

Y = a (bjXDW Y - aiXow)'

Nozzle

End

Nozzle

Profile

Shape

0< Xdw <0.5 0.5 < Xdw <1.0 1.0< Xdw <Xdw
max

YVt

atX

lues

DW   =

Shape
a b a b a b a b '^DS.. 0.5 1.0

Plain 110 0.06 ,. .. 8 -1.7 8 -1.7 1.5 26 8

Circular
Flanged
Flared

110

90

0.07

0.20 90 0.20

10 -1.6 10

18

-1.6

-1.7

1.5

2.0

30

40

10

18

Rounded 98 0.50 145 0.23 -• " 33 -2.2 2.5 69 33

Square Plain 107 0.09 .. 10 -1.7 10 -1.7 1.5 32 10

(WLR=1.0) Flanged 107 0.11 -- 12 -1.6 12 -1.6 1.5 36 12

Rectangular Plain 107 0.14 .. 18 -1.2 18 -1.7 2.0 41 18

(WLR=0.50) Flanged 107 0.17 -- 21 -1.1 21 -1.6 2.0 45 21

Rectangular Plain 107 0.18 .. 23 -1.0 23 -1.5 2.5 46 23

(WLR=0.25) Flanged 107 0.22 -- 27 -0.9 27 -1.4 3.0 50 27

Narrow slot Plain 107 0.19 .. 24 -1.0 24 -1.2 3.5 48 24

(WLR=0.10) Flanged 107 0.22 -- -- 29 -0.8 29 -1.1 4.0 50 29

Table 1.  (Source Reference 8)
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hood (Q) , the hood face area (A), the centerline separation

between the hood and the source (x), the crossdraft velocity

(Vj,) ,  and the source temperature  (T) .    If the  source

temperature could be ignored, the capture efficiency was

found to be dependent upon:

g= (V^/Vo)^(x/AV2)b (12)

where V^ is the average face velocity and a and b are

experimentally determined constants. The following limiting

conditions must be satisfied [10]:

ng = 0 when x -� oo

ng = 0 when Vq = 0

njj = 0 when V^,, -+ oo

ng = 1 when x = 0

ng = 1 when V^ = 0

This work has been carried on by Flynn and Ellenbecker

most recently. These researchers used a potential flow

solution to describe the three-dimensional air flow into

flanged circular hoods [11]. The potential flow solution is

based on Laplace's equation but the following assumptions

must be made: incompressible (negligible density changes),

irrotational (zero curl - no rotation or spinning) and

inviscid (frictionless) flow. Because of the complexity of

the solution, a brief background of the fluid mechanics

involved is noted below.

The science of fluid mechanics deals with the pressure

field of fluids such as air or water. Fluid mechanics

equations must satisfy equations of conservation of mass

NEATPAGEINFO:id=2B1C4EB3-B91F-450A-911F-13859C06EBF9
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(continuity equation), conservation of (linear) momentum

(Newton's second law), and conservation of energy (first law

of thermodynamics).

Conservation of mass can be written mathematically as:

where ^? is the velocity vector, p is the density and t is

the time. The assumption of incompressibility is valid for

flows at speeds less than Mach 0.3 where Mach 1 is the speed

of sound (1100 ft/sec) and, also, for fluids of constant

density. Under the assumption of incompressible fluid, the

density changes are negligible, therefore ih ~ ^ ^^*^ '^^®

conservation of mass statement reduces to:

V-tr=0 (14)

The operator del, V , is a vector differential operator and

in a three-dimensional (x,y,z coordinate) system can be

written: d-*     d t     d t

The dot product of del with a function, f(x,y,z), is defined

as the gradient of that function.  The gradient gives the

direction and  maximum rate of increase of the function and

converts a scalar function to a vector function.   If the

gradient  is  positive,  the  fluid  is  flowing  from  low

potential to high potential and if it is negative, then the

opposite is true.

Under the assumptions of inviscid, irrotational and

incompressible flow, Laplace's equation:
(16)

V^* = 0

NEATPAGEINFO:id=C8DB3DDF-9885-4ACB-8AE0-76E2BE34CA93
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can be used to describe a flow field. Laplace's equation is

derived directly from the continuity equation (conservation

of mass) [12]. For an incompressible fluid, the continuity

equation reduces to equation (14), thus stating that the

divergence of the velocity field is zero. Divergence is a

measure of flow crossing a defined control volume in space

and when equal to zero indicates whatever fluid flows into a
volume also flows out.

A fluid that is irrotational is one that is not

"spinning around itself." For normal air flow, the

assumption of a irrotational fluid is valid. If the fluid

is thus assumed to be irrotational, then the cross product

of del and the vector function must always be equal to zero.

VJCv = 0 (17)

It follows from this condition that the vector function is:

V=V4» (18)

where  *  is  the  scalar  velocity  potential  function,

#=*(x,y,z,t).   Substitution of Eq.  (18)  into Eq.  (14)
results in Laplace's equation.

The fluid must also be assumed to be inviscid, i.e.

negligible viscous forces. This assumption holds except in

low Reynolds number flows and flows past solid surfaces
where boundary layers will be present.

Using Laplace's equation, these assumptions, and

appropriate boundary conditions, the velocity flow field for

a specified area can be defined. At the hood, * is assumed

to be constant over the face area.  As the distance from the

NEATPAGEINFO:id=198B09E4-4D4B-4C8F-BC95-A7C3EC418698
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hood goes to infinity, * goes to zero and the potential, *,

is zero at the flange. Crossdrafts are accounted for

through simple vector addition.

The use of potential flow fields for flanged circular

hoods has been described by Flynn and Ellenbecker [12-14].

Potential flow fields for rectangular hoods have been

described by Conroy, Ellenbecker and Flynn [15] and also by

Tyaglo and Shepelev [16].
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WELDING PROCESS

Welding is a process in which two materials, usually

metals, are joined by heating the materials until they melt

or fuse. Welding can be done in many ways and more methods

of welding are being researched to accommodate newer,

stronger materials.

Some of the most popular types of welding practiced

today are shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) also known as

manual metal arc (MMA) welding or stick welding, gas

tungsten arc welding (GTAW) also known as tungsten inert gas

welding (TIG), gas metal arc welding (GMAW) also known as

metal inert gas welding (MIG), and resistance welding.

Because the research done in this study concentrated

specifically on SMAW, only this process will be described.

In SMAW an electric arc is drawn between a base metal

and a flux covered electrode. The heat from the arc causes

both the electrode and the base metal to melt and then cool

to make the weld. The function of the flux covering on the

electrode is to release a shielding gas surrounding the arc

while welding and also to cover the weld with a protective

layer while the metal cools. This serves to protect the

integrity of the weld by preventing contact of the weld with

air. Common shielding gases released are carbon dioxide,

carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Figures 5 and 6 show the arc

welding process, both setup and weld.

NEATPAGEINFO:id=9CE3D766-DED3-482A-A91E-12C379B2BEF3
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Figure 5.  Shielded Metal Arc Welding.
(Source Reference 17)
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Figure 6.  Cross-section of Weldment.
(Source Reference 17)
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SMAW can be done with either direct current (DC) ,

straight or reverse polarity, or alternating current (AC).

In DC straight polarity, the electrons flow from the

negative terminal (cathode) of the welding machine to the

electrode, across the arc to the base metal and back to the

positive terminal (anode) of the welding machine. In DC

reverse polarity, the electrons flow in the opposite

direction with the base metal being negative and the

electrode being positive. In AC welding, the electron flow

reverses direction 120 times per second. It takes 1/60 of a

second to complete a cycle and therefore is called 60 cycle

current. The choice of DC, straight or reverse, or AC

depends on the materials to be welded and available

equipment.

The most common electrodes are made of mild steel which

is mostly iron and less than 25% carbon content. Electrodes

can be of many compositions, however, depending on the

metals to be welded e.g. stainless steel or aluminum. An

example of flux composition is given in Table 2. These

various components serve to stabilize the weld. The

organics produce the shielding gases and the other

components remove impurities from the molten metal and

protect the weld until it has sufficiently cooled and

hardened.

Welding fume is generated during the welding process.

Approximately 80 - 95% of the fume formed is contributed by

the electrode and flux because they are vaporized by arc

NEATPAGEINFO:id=9525482F-BCE3-482D-B4D8-47878092A110
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Covering Composition (wt. %)
E6013 E6013 E7016

High Cellulose High Titania Low Hydrogen
Constituent —Sodium —Potassium —Potassium

SiO: 32.0 25.9 16.0
TiOz = ZrOj 18.0 30.6 6.5
Al,03 2.0 5.9 1.0
CaF: —

_ 27.0
CaO — 1.6
MgO 6.0 2.6 __

NaiO 8.0 1.1 1.4
KjO — 6.7 1.0
COj — 1.7
Organics 30.0 17.7
Fe 2.0 2.1 _

Mn 7,0 4.8 2.5
CaCO, —

— 38.0

Table 2.  Flux Composition
(Source Reference 17>
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temperatures of 4000 - 6000° C whereas the base metal is

merely melted [18]. This melted pool usually has a low

vapor pressure, therefore fume contribution from the base

metal is relatively small. Only when welding on a base

metal that has a coating such as paint or galvanized steel,

does the base material contribute a major portion of the

fume. SMAW produces fume with mass median aerodynamic

diameters from 0.1 to 0.5 jum [19]. Larger particles up to

10 jLtm can be formed by spray from the arc or from spatter

from the slag.

Hewitt and Gray studied the chemical composition and

physical form of fume particles in shielded metal arc

welding and metal inert gas welding [20]. Fume morphology

was studied by optical, transmission electron microscopy

and scanning electron microscopy. Their study showed that

SMAW fume consists of chains and clusters of submicron

particles and glassy spheres up to 10 ixm  in diameter.

The Threshold Limit Value (TLV) for welding fume, not

otherwise classified, is 5 mg/m3 [21]. Individual

components of the fume may have higher or lower TLV's.

More than 1% of the labor force in industrialized

nations is engaged in welding [19]. Because of the number

of people involved and the increasing complexity of the

materials and processes used, there has been great interest

in studying fume formation, fume composition and local

exhaust as a means of fume control.
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VENTILATION FOR WELDING

Prior to the 1970's, general dilution ventilation was

the most popular method of fume control [18]. In recent

years, local exhaust ventilation has become the principal

method of fume reduction. Criteria for the design of a

successful local exhaust ventilation system are shown below

[18].

1. The system must not compromise the quality of the

weld by stripping away the shielding gas.  For SMAW

with small diameter electrodes, the critical air

velocities approach 10 m/sec.

2. The capture efficiency of the system must

correspond to the composition of the fume.  More

efficient capture is required when dealing with

hazardous individual components,  e.g. lead.

3. The system should be designed for the area and must

overcome fume dispersion mechanisms in the work

area, e.g. crossdrafts.

4. The system should be easy to use and maintain.

The ACGIH Industrial Ventilation Manual recommends

designs for local exhaust hoods for welding (VS-416 and

VS-416.1) [1]. VS-416.1 (Figure 7) is the design plate for

a movable flanged hood. VS-416 is the design for a welding

bench. The portable exhaust hood design has two major

deficiencies that have not been addressed by the ACGIH -

hood height and hood aspect ratio.   The recommended flow

NEATPAGEINFO:id=83B20439-A33F-4C94-859D-40B1B10F2A5C
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Flexible duct

Welding
rod

PORTABLE     EXHAUST

X, inches
Plain duct

cfm
Flange orcone\

cfm

1    up to 6 335 250
6-9 755 560

\    9 -12 1335 1000         1

Face velocity=1500 fpm
Duct velocity = 3000 fpm minimum
Plain duct entry loss = 0.93 duct VP
Flange or cone entry loss = 0.25 duct VP

AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF

GOVERNMENTAL INDUSTRIAL HYGIENISTS

WELDING BENCH

\        VS-416.1DATE       l-JS

Figure 7.  Design for Portable Exhaust Hood.
(Source Reference 2)
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through the hood is based solely on the horizontal distance

between the electrode and the hood face. With the face

velocity of the hood equal to 1500 fpm, the required hood

area can then be determined.

A study by Tebbens and Drinker [22] in 1941 focused on

fume and gas composition from various electrodes and also on

ventilation as a means of fume control. From their

experimental data, they recommended hood face velocities

relative to the rod size and wattage used in stick welding.

McKarns et al. [23] discussed the use of Ruemelin

welding hoods (see Figure 8) and experimentally determined a

coefficient of entry to be used for calculating air flow

into the hood. With the hood in any configuration, the

value 0.74 was found to give a calculated flow within about

7% of the actual flow. The coefficient of entry of the hood

was calculated from the following equation:

Ce = Q/(4005APg^/2) (19)

where Q is the flow rate in cubic feet per minute, A is the

duct area in square feet and Pg is the static pressure in
inches of water.

Jenkins et. al. [24] of The Welding Institute of

Cambridge studied, among other things, operational factors

in reducing breathing zone concentrations. Their study of

five welders concluded that the welder's experience and

working speed had no effect on the breathing zone

concentration (BZC). Welder height showed a positive

correlation with BZC.  The taller men had to lean forward

NEATPAGEINFO:id=1F99A483-9665-41D1-B092-FC7B4C1DD471
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Figure 8.  Reumelin Welding Hood
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over their work thus allowing fumes to rise between their

welding helmet and their clothing. Shorter welders did not

have to lean over therefore their welding helmets remained

in contact with their clothing preventing fumes from

entering the breathing zone. Sitting was also found to

reduce the BZC over standing or crouching. Also, the study

found that the use of handshields rather than headshields

led to higher BZC. Differences in BZC from changing

electrode diameter, type and current were not seen. This

observation was attributed to the operator variables listed

above. The authors felt these variables overshadowed any

BZC effects to be seen by changing the electrodes, etc.

In reference [18], the editors report on various

studies of ventilation hoods for welding. Liefkens and

Tichelaar developed a model that calculates the critical

distance from the source to the exhaust hood at which the

fumes are just captured. Their work centered on a circular

pipe resting on a table rather than a freely suspended hood.

From this equation:

Xpc = ""^Vgn+ljEy^ + Xg("+^) (20)

where x_,„ is the critical distance between the source and

hood in mm, x„ and y^ are coordinates of the upper edge of

the exhaust opening in mm, Vy is the vertical velocity in

m/sec, and E and n are constants describing the exhaust

system from the horizontal velocity of the fumes, V^^ = Ex~",

it is seen that as current is increased, thus increasing

vertical velocity, the critical distance is decreased.
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The Southwest Research Institute evaluated the

rectangular portable hood described by the ACGIH Ventilation

Manual in design plate VS-416.1 [18]. Their research

indicated that a flanged rectangular hood could produce more

effective capture velocities at lower flows than required

for a  circular duct.

One of the most comprehensive welding studies was done

by Battelle-Columbus Laboratories under contract by the

American Welding Society [25]. Research was done on

ventilation, fume composition, and fume formation during

welding, brazing, cutting and thermal spraying. Discussion

of their results will be limited to ventilation of welding

processes, specifically local and local exhaust ventilation.

Local ventilation is a means of protecting the individual

welder when general room contamination is not a significant

problem by using an air current generator to blow welding

fumes away from personnel.

During the local ventilation study, breathing zone

concentrations were measured using a condensation nuclei

counter. An air current generator was used to direct air

flow at speeds of 0 to 100 fpm across the welding area.

The angle of air flow (see Figure 9) was studied for

both negative (DC straight) and positive (DC reverse)

polarity shielded metal arc welding. Breathing zone

concentrations were found to be at a minimum when the air

flow was at 90° to the welder.
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The local exhaust study evaluated different inlet

designs. Hoods studied included flanged circular hoods of

differing diameter, single slots, and double slots. These

hoods were studied at varying exhaust angles (53°, 90° and

180°) and orientation (horizontal, vertical, and overhead).

The study of the flanged circular hoods at varying

exhaust angles showed that 53° and 90° designs were better

at reducing the room contamination factor than a design with
the hood at 18 0° to the welder. The room contamination

factor is equal to one minus the capture efficiency of the

hood. Their results are shown graphically with the room

contamination factor as a function of Xg/d^j and Qg/Ag where
Xj, is the horizontal distance from the hood to a vertical
line up from the arc, dj, is the diameter of the hood, Qg is
the hood flow, and Ag is the hood face area. For all of
these studies Zg/dj, was set equal to 1.5 with Zg equal to
the hood height. For heights other than Zg/dg = 1.5, but
between 5 inches above the arc and the lower edge of the

welder's helmet, a displacement graph is given showing the

required adjustment in Xg/dg to maintain a constant
collection efficiency. Welder exposure data were also taken

for these situations and are shown as a function of the same

non-dimensional terms. Welder exposure is defined as the

breathing zone concentration with the exhaust system on

divided by the breathing zone concentration with no exhaust

system. Again, angles of 53° and 90° were better at

reducing the welder exposure than 180°.
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Horizontal arc distance (6" and 16") from the hood was

studied with the single slot hoods. In each case the hood

was positioned at 90° and 180°. Room contamination factors

and welder exposures were lower for the 6" and also the 90°

angle.

Also with the single slot hoods, the hood height was

varied. Essentially no difference was noted in room

contamination factor or welder exposure for the different

heights. The study concluded that the data concerning the

single slot hood could be used at heights from 4 inches to

10 inches above the arc.

Portions of the AWS study were tested in a NIOSH study

of welding fume in an industrial setting [26]. The effect

of the angle of dilution air to the welder and the velocity

of the dilution were examined in the plant setting. As with

the AWS study, crossdraft flow of 90° was found to

significantly reduce breathing zone concentrations. Also, a

crossdraft of no more than 100 fpm significantly reduced the

breathing zone concentration over a situation with no

airflow.

-Plume Buoyancy and Vertical Velocity-

Rood height may be a very important factor in the

design of the local exhaust system for welding due to the

buoyancy of the welding plume. The extreme temperatures

involved in welding give the plume and surrounding air an

upward lift due to decreased density.
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The difficulty in determining the buoyancy and vertical

velocity of a welding plume arises because it is impossible
to measure initial temperature, radius or velocity of the
plume. Olander [27] addressed this problem by using the
theory on the coagulation of particles in buoyant plume by
Baum and Mulholland to determine number concentration and

particle flow in the welding plume. Olander determined that
it is possible to calculate the particle number
concentration and particle number flow in welding plumes as

a function of the plume height which varies with the welding
process (electrode type and diameter, temperature gradient
and wattage). The particle concentration and flows can then
be used to determine exposures to personnel in the welding
area.

Olander then determined that the maximum height

attained by the welding plume is a function of the
temperature gradient and is of the form:

z^ = A (dT/dz)"^ (21)
where z^ is the maximum height in meters, dT/dz is the
temperature gradient in °C, B is a constant equal to 0.37
for all of their investigated electrodes, and A is constant
corresponding to the maximum height when the temperature
gradient is 1 °C/meter [28]. From the data measured, it was
determined that the lower deflection height is equal to 0.54
times the maximum height (see Figure 10) . Olander
recommends that local exhaust hoods be placed no higher than
the lower deflection height for maximum contaminant removal.
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Figure 10.  Schematic of Turbulent Buoyant Plume.
(Source Reference 27)
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The vertical velocity of the plume has been described

as a function of the strength of the source:

V = (0.034)H^/^X"^/^ m/sec (22)
where H is the source strength in watts and X is the height

above the point source in meters [14]. Depending on the

current supplied, vertical velocities normally vary from 0.1

- 0.5 m/s. Vertical velocity has also been described as a
function of sensible heat transfer:

V = (3.7 H'V3)/(z0-29) fpm (23)
where H' is the rate of sensible heat transfer to the air

column in Btu/min and Z is the height above the source in

feet [29]. The two equations are essentially the same but

in differing units.

Bender [30] has also studied buoyancy and vertical

velocities of plumes. He gives jet and plume equations for

line and point sources based on work done by Morton et. al.

[31]. Morton's equations satisfy conservation of mass,

momentum and energy and are based on three main

assumptions.

1. The rate of entrainment at the plume edge is

proportional to a characteristic velocity at that

specific height [V(b) = "Uj^ax^ where ^^^^  is the
centerline velocity and b is the length scale equal

to (6/5)aZ.

2. The profiles of mean vertical velocity and mean

buoyancy force in horizontal sections are similar

at all heights.
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3. The plume can be considered incompressible.

The entrainment constant, a, is the rate at which air

outside of the plume is being drawn into the plume and is

equal to 0.093 for a point plume. Equations used in

calculating the vertical velocity of the welding plume are

shown below.

Buoyancy Flux        F = Qs£!kS (24)

Centerline Velocity   yy ^ ( ^ \ flSaF\       /1\'      (26)

where Qg is the plume flow rate in rcr/sec, g is the

gravitational constant equal to 9.8 m/sec^, T is the local

plume temperature in degrees Kelvin, T^ is the ambient

temperature in degrees Kelvin, and Z in this case is the

distance above the source in meters along the vertical axis

through the source.

A -Ui-jJkll
Buoyancy      i^s — \9---m---1 (25)
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OBJECTIVE AND PURPOSE

The objective of this research was to examine the

effectiveness of using a three-dimensional flow model in the

design of local exhaust hoods for shielded metal arc

welding.

Current design methods for exhaust hoods are based

primarily on the one-dimensional capture velocity used in

the ACGIH Industrial Ventilation Manual [2]. Recent studies

[18, 25] have designed hoods based on two-dimensions. Thus

far, a three-dimensional model has not been applied to hood

design for a specific process.

The flow model used in this research is based on

research done by Conroy, Ellenbecker and Flynn [15] and is

contained within a BASICA computer program written for easy

calculation. This program was used specifically to

determine if a relationship exists between the welder's

breathing zone concentration and the computer's predicted

capture efficiency for the process.

The presently accepted design plate (VS-416.1) for the

portable exhaust hood for welding in the ACGIH Industrial

Ventilation Manual [2] specifies only the hood flow and

face area based on the horizontal distance of the arc from

the hood. Studies by Fletcher [5] have indicated that

aspect ratio could be an important factor. Also, due to the

buoyancy of the welding plume and its subsequent upward

movement, hood height could be important in exhaust design.
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No mention of the aspect ratio or height of the hood is made

by the ACGIH. The presence of crossdrafts which could

reduce fume capture are also not addressed by the ACGIH.

Another major deficiency in the ACGIH design method is its

inability to predict breathing zone concentrations based on

hood design.

Welder position relative to the exhaust hood was also

deemed important in the design of LEV hoods for welding

operations by the American Welding Society [25]. This

parameter is also not mentioned by the ACGIH Industrial

Ventilation Manual [2], but needs to be addressed.

Because of the importance of the variables given above,

the following will be addressed by this study:

1. Correlation of the breathing zone concentration

(BZC) with the computer's predicted capture

efficiency.

2. The effect of the hood aspect ratio on BZC.

3. The effect of the hood height on BZC.

4. The effect of the hood flow on BZC.

5. The effect of the worker's position on BZC.
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METHODS

This research involved preparing the BASICA computer

program to accomodate the buoyancy of welding plumes and

verifying the programs ability to be used accurately for the

design of local exhaust hoods for welding. Following this

preparation, the experiment was designed and executed.

Descriptions and discussions of all steps are contained

within this section of the paper.

-Potential Flow Model  and Computer Program-

The computer program was based on a three-dimensional

potential flow model by Conroy, Ellenbecker and Flynn [15].

As stated in the literature review section of this paper,

use of potential theory, which is the solution of Laplace's

equation, requires the assumptions of incompressible,

inviscid and irrotational flow. Due to the heating of the

surrounding air in the welding process, the assumption of

incompressibility (negligible density changes) appears to be

invalid. Obviously there are differences in the density of

the air since it achieves vertical motion due to its

buoyancy. One of the purposes of doing this research,

however, was to examine the error associated with making

this assumption in a process such as welding where it is

actually invalid. If it is found that this assumption

creates no significant error, potential theory solutions

could be applied easily to many processes.
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The potential flow model calculates the velocity vector

at any point in space. The model used in the program is

based on the inscribed ellipse method rather than the equal

area ellipse method. The ellipse is used due to the

difficulty in modeling a rectangular slot opening. The

ellipse can be formed of the same area (equal area) or of

the same length and width as the rectangular opening

(inscribed ellipse). A problem with the equal area ellipse

is that it shows flow through areas where there is a flange.

The inscribed ellipse shows no flow in the corners where

there actually is flow and overpredicts the face velocity by

a factor of 1.27 due to its smaller face area. Also, at the

hood edge, the velocity goes to infinity and at the center

of the hood face the predicted velocity is 64% of the actual

velocity. Despite these deficiencies, the inscribed ellipse

method appears to be better for modeling rectangular inlets

[15].

For an elliptical aperture, the solution to Laplace's

equation for the potential is [32]:

'' - ^i V(a2 + X) (62 + X) X (27)

where lambda, -^, is the positive root of:

--±--- j^  --2--- + -- = 1

a2 + X   62+ X   X (28)

Since the velocity vector, V, is composed of vectors in the

three coordinates x, y, and z, then these vectors Vx, Vy and

Vz can be determined by taking the partial derivative of the

potential function, *, as shown below.
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Vx = — QxfaHM»/^(b^+X)«/^X3/^ (29)
2'jrE

Vy — _ Qvfag4-\l»/^(b2+X)^/^x3/^ (30)
2'rrE

Vz =: — Qzfa^4-M^/^fb^4-M«/2xV2 (31)
2'irE

E = X^2(|,2^x)2 + y2x2(a2+X)2 + zHB.'^+k)^{}y^+k)^ (32)

Once the velocity vectors for the coordinates are

determined, the direction of the velocity vector can be

calculated by:

VT ZH JViTVfTvj (33)

The method of images is included in the program to

account for the table surface. This involves placing an

imaginary hood source of identical strength an equal

distance below the table. The two sources then create a

plane surface streamline between them which is considered to

be the table and is a plane of symmetry between the two

hoods. This is illustrated in Figure 11. The velocity

potential for the real inlet is equal to the scalar addition

of the potentials of the real and imaginary inlets.

The computer program uses Bender's equations [30] (Eq.

24 - 26) for a point plume to calculate the vertical

velocity of the welding plume. The vertical velocity

remains constant along the vertical axis, Z, in the computer

program. As stated previously, the entrainment constant is

equal to 0.093.
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Figure 11.  Illustration of Imaging Method.
(Source Reference 9)
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The program requires the following values to be input:
slot length (L) , slot width (W) , hood flow (Q) , and hood
height (H). In addition, the following variables are
contained within the program but can be changed to suit the
process at hand: total area width (TW), total area length
(TL) , flow at the source (QJ), crossdraft (VCL), diameter of
the source (DIAM), source temperature (TS) , ambient
temperature (TA), and increment (INC). The diameter of the
source is considered equal to the diameter of the orifice
(11/32") in the simulator used by the American Welding
Society in their study of welding fumes and gases [25].

The total area is defined as the area on the welding

surface that is required to be ventilated. Twenty points
identified by values of K and S are used for plume
calculation. The coordinates calculated for each point are
graphed on the computer and show whether or not the plume is
captured by the hood. A theoretical capture efficiency is
calculated as the number of plumes captured divided by the
twenty plumes generated by the program. The K and S loops
can be altered to map more than twenty positions if needed.

Two separate programs are shown in Appendix A.
INSWLDX.BAS graphs the weld table, hood and plume streams in
the X,Z coordinate system. INSWLDY.BAS graphs the table,
hood and streams in the Y,Z coordinate system. The
calculations in each are identical.
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-Deflection  Study-

Bender's equations for the vertical velocity of the

point plume require input of the source temperature (TS) ,

source flow (QS) and source diameter (DIAM).

The temperature at the arc is between 4 000° and 6000°C,

but the exact value is not known and would require extensive

research and equipment to determine. This section of the

paper discusses the method used to determine these values

(QS, TS, DIAM) to be input in the computer program.

The American Welding Society (AWS) study discussed

earlier used a simulator in the local exhaust studies [25].

This simulator was designed to duplicate the plume flow for

various electrodes. It was used to provide a continuous

long-lasting plume for study and also to provide a means for

calculating capture efficiency by releasing a tracer gas,

carbon monoxide. A schematic of the AWS simulator is shown

in Figure 12.

Plumes can be considered similar if the buoyancy forces

and momentum forces are similar. The AWS simulator was

considered to have duplicated an actual welding plume if the

temperature profiles (buoyancy force) and deflection under

constant crossdraft (momentum force) were matched.

Temperature profiles were measured between 5 inches and 15

inches above the arc for seven different SMAW electrodes.

Also, the deflection at 25 inches above the arc with an 80

fpm crossdraft was measured and photographed.
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Figure 12.  Schematic of AMS Simulator.
(Source Reference 25)
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Momentum and buoyancy of the AWS simulator plumes were

controlled by adjusting the flow rate through the orifice

and the temperature of the gas. Temperature profiles of

various simulator conditions were measured and compared with

those of the actual welding plumes. To measure the

deflection of the plume, smoke was introduced into the

simulator to provide a means of photographing and examining

the deflection.

As the plume rises above the arc or simulator, it

expands into a conical form due the entrainment of

surrounding air into the plume. At a height of 25 inches

this plume spread can be quite broad. Also the unsteady

nature of the plume as it rises makes the measurement of the

deflection difficult. Because of this range, the exact

value to use for deflection distance can be difficult to

determine. For the AWS study, the deflection distance was

measured at the mid-point of the plume.

The simulator plumes were found to adequately duplicate

the actual welding plumes in the AWS study. A similar

approach was taken for this study.

A deflection study was undertaken to match a particular

electrode to values of source flow, QS, and source

temperature, TS, for the computer program. A wind tunnel

was set to blow air out across a table at Chydaru, the

ventilation laboratory. A large piece of black cardboard

was attached to the table and a yardstick mounted on the

cardboard at a height of 25 inches above the table surface.
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Welding was performed with an alternating current Sears
Craftsman Home 'n Shop Arc Welder (25 Volts, 200 Amps). The
electrode used was a Lincoln Electric Company Electrode E
6013 3/16". '

Deflections at 25" and 12" above the table were

measured in the middle of the plume range for the 71 fpm
crossdraft and the deflection at 25" was measured for the 33

fpm crossdraft. The crossdraft was measured with a TSI
Thermoanemometer 5877 AD which had been calibrated against a
6" orifice. The thermoanemometer calibration is shown in

Figure 13.

Computer programs were designed to calculate the plume
deflection using Bender's vertical velocity equations at a
height of 25" or 12" given the input values of source flow
(QS) , source temperature (TS), ambient temperature (TA) ,
crossdraft (VC), diameter of source (DIAM), and increment
(INC) (see Appendix B) . The diameter of the source was
considered to be equal to the orifice diameter for the AWS
study (0.0286'). Appendix B shows the predicted deflections
and the range of plume deflection actually observed.

In the AWS study, the deflection of the plume was

related to the value (Qs^^-'-cfo^ which represents an
indication of the buoyancy and momentum forces. ATgo was the
temperature of the plume at a height of five inches above

the source. Figure 14 shows the relation of this term to
the measured deflections.
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Figure   13.      Thermoanemometer   Calibration.
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From Bender's equation for centerline velocity, the

buoyancy flux, F, is the variable of concern, all other

values being constant. Therefore, deflection was

considered to be dependent upon the value QS(TS-TA). Since

the plume deflections were measured and all values except QS

and TS were known, repetitive calculations were done to

arrive at values of QS and TS that would provide the

required deflection. Keeping QS(TS-TA) constant, any

combination of QS and TS could be used.

The computer program for deflection at 25" was used to

calculate a predicted deflection for the conditions

specified in the AWS simulator studies. The relation

between measured and predicted deflection and QS(TS-TA)

appears to be power function as shown in Figure 15. When

looking at the graph shown in Figure 15, the predicted and

measured values appear to be significantly different. The

measured values are the center of the AWS simulator plumes,

however, and therefore have corresponding ranges in their

values. Assuming a minimum plume width of six inches, there

would be a corresponding +/- 0.4 range for each of the

measured points on the graph. With these boundaries, all

the predicted values are well within the range and good

indicators of the plume deflection. Because of this

correlation, the approach used to arrive at values for QS

and TS for this study was deemed valid and useable.
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-Ventilation  Study-

A test matrix consisting of two equal area hoods, two

flows and two hood heights was analyzed using the computer

programs INSWLDX.BAS and INSWLDY.BAS. For each of the eight

designs, a capture efficiency of the hood was calculated.

This test matrix and the corresponding capture efficiencies

are shown in Table 3. Computer printouts of the eight

conditions in the XZ and YZ coordinate systems are in

Appendix A.

In the welding room of the Instrument Shop in the

basement of Rosenau Hall, the hood designs were duplicated.

The hoods were equal area (0.09 ft. 2) but of different

aspect ratio, 1:1 and 1:5, (length:width). Welding was

done on a 1 ft. by 1 ft. piece of mild steel plate (1/2"

thick) by the Instrument Shop Supervisor, Randall Goodman.

Four rows were welded in succession corresponding to the

four rows in the computer program, S = 1 to 4. The length

of the rows corresponded to the columns, K = 1 to 5. The

height of the hood was varied between 0.25' and 1' using an

angle iron and clamps. The hood flow was varied between 50

cfm and 120 cfm and was measured using a 4" orifice and a

manometer.  Orifice calibration is shown in Figure 16.

The breathing zone concentration was monitored using an

Environment I One Corporation Model Rich 100 Condensation

Nuclei Monitor, serial #173, model #E-l033A-007 G7. This

instrument was theoretically capable of counting particles

0.0016 jum and larger [32].  It was operated on the lOK range
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PREDICTED CAPTURE EFFICIENCIES

ASPECT RATIO 1:5

Q.CFM

0.25      50% <A)     100% CO
HOOD HEIGHT,

FT. 1       60X (B>     100% CD)

ASPECT RATIO 1:1

Q.CFM

50 120

0.25      507. CE) 100% C6)
HOOD HEIGHT,

FT. 1       70% CF) 100% CH)

Table 3.
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at a flow of 50 ml/sec. Its calibration was based on the

Pollak Counter at standard temperature and pressure

conditions at 50 ml/sec [32]. A strip chart recorder was

connected to record the particle concentrations

automatically for each of the eight situations.

Each situation was analyzed twice to examine the

reproducibility of the experiment. Following completion of

the eight test situations, two were chosen to examine the

effect of the welder position relative to the hood. These

designs (conditions E and G) were studied twice again with

the welder at 90° relative to the hood (see Figure 9).

-Data Analysis and Results-

The strip chart recordings from each of the 2 0 designs

examined were analyzed using a digitizing computer program

and Lotus 1-2-3^ spreadsheets (see Appendix C) . The data

was integrated using the trapezoid integration method. A

time-weighted average of the two duplicate tests was

calculated. Also, the particle count corresponding to each

of the four rows of each test was determined. These values

were used in the statistical analysis of the data.

Summaries of all results are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Paired t-tests were used to examine the effect of hood

height, flow, aspect ratio and worker position on the

breathing zone concentration [33]. The paired t-test was

also used to determine if there was a significant difference
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in welding from one day to the next.  Results are shown in

Table 6.

Due to the small number of data values from this

experiment, the paired t-tests were performed at the 9 5%

level on the data from the values corresponding to the four

rows welded for each condition. For comparison of condition

A to condition C, for example, rather than comparing

strictly the values of 22.2 and 13.1 (See Table 4), the

values corresponding to S=l to 4 were used thereby giving

four points of comparison.
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Table  4.     Sununary of Data  for  Welder at  I8OO  to Hood.
TRAPEZOID

CAPEFF    HT    FLOH   CONDITION    RUN   TIME        AVG S=l      TINE        S=2      TIHE       S=3      TIME        S=4      TIME
501      0.25  50   A (1) 9,4  1S.384  10.983 1,722  24.35  1.57 29.373 1.324 29.918 1.412

(2) 6,7  30,407  17,469 1,242  30,185 1,524  37.432 1.198  61.235 1.343
m 22.21965 13.70081     27.22412     33.20118     45.18432

JOZ    1  50   B (!) 9 16.507 28.155 1.271 23.577 1.176 8,07 1.513 44.864 1.358
(2) 6.6 27.507 7.139 0.638 20,9 1,269 38,547 1,357 63.601 1.429
AV6     21.16084 21.13131     22.18758     22.48020     54.47116

lOOX 0,25  120   C (1) 9,8  14.213  9.105 1.315  11,227 1.498 31.245 1.219 28.709   2
(2) 7.4  11.524  5.918 1.334  14.037  1.49  26.958  1.11  14.033 1.461
AVG     13.05610 8.003656     12.62823     29.20181     22.51378

1001   1  120   D    (1)  7.44  11.261  5.324 1.007 16.112 1.054  17.299 1.173 31.136  1.02
(2)  5.9  15.011  8.123 1.571  13,606 1.167  19.01 1,384 25.569 1.159
AVG     12.91954 7.029574     14.79524     18,22509     28.76002

50X 0.25 50 E (1) 5 26.622 12.945 1.2 17.488 1.188 35.002 1.209 57,527 1.334(2) 5 16.039  11.976 1.066 16.607 1.54 23.196 1.289 24.511 1.045AV8 21.3305 12.48958 15.99055 28,90995 43.06055

70X 1 50 F (1) 5.5 12.777  4.419 1,154 11.723 1.194 12.347 1.155 32.795 1.317(2) 6.2 23.668  4.702 1.251 30.126 1.188 33.01 0.99 49.584 1.33AVG 18.05232 4.566207 20.90132 21.88376 41.23122

lOOX 0.25 120 6 (1) 6 9.749  5.517 1.43 8.639 1.211 12.477 1.061 18.959 1.219(2) 5.6 13.51   5.23 0.933 8.222 1.013 18,554 1.104 29.927 1.194AVG 11.55465 5.403581 8.449062 15.58094 24.38618

lOOZ 1 120 H (1) 7.8 8.575   5.7 1.215 5,819 1.174 23.197 1.104 14.455 1.163(2) 5.84 13.538  4.161 1.004 5,172 1.445 29.012 1.233 25.572 1,041m 10.74273 5.003670 5.910005 25.26499 20.22537

#
TIHE IN MINUTES
AVe. VALUES = 10-^5 CN/HL
FOR ALL RUNS, CN FLOH = 50 ML/S
A - D: ASPECT RATIO =1:5
E - H: ASPECT RATIO =1:1
Al-Dl: 3/4/88
El-Hl: 3/7/88
A2-H2: 3/8/88
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Table   5.     Suiranary of  Data  for  Welder  at  90O  to  Hood,

POSITION DIFFERENCES - 1:1 ASPECT RATIO HODD

WELDER AT 90 DEGREES

TRAPEZOID

CAPEFF  HT  FLOW CONDITION  RUN TIHE   AVG    S=l TIHE S=2 TIHE TIHE S=4 TIHE

0.25  50 1 7.3  7.393  4.793
2 8.2  10.757   4.13

AV6     9.119487 4.433312

1.415  S.058

1.678  4.106
5.093823

1.373

1.345

.099

1.752

14.427

31.357

cm

120 1 5  10.593  10.987

2 7.7  4.639  7.558

m 7.290335 9.106371

1.155  12.372

1.501  5.626

9.360599

1.291

1.041

15.420

3.025

9.954513

3.041 I.181

6,504 1.132

7,272174

WELDER AT 180 DEGREES

CAPEFF  HT  FLOW
TRAPEZOID

CONDITION RUN TIHE AVS 3=1 TIHE   S=2 TIHE 3=3 TIHE 3=4 TIME

E (I) S 25.522 12.945 1,2  17.488 1.183 35,002 1,209 57.527 1,334
(2) 6 16.039 11.975 1.066  15,607 1.54 23.195 1.289 24.511 1.045
AVG 21.3305 12.48963 16,99066 28,90995 43,05055

G (1) 5 9.749 5.517 1.43  8.639 1.211 12.477 1.051 13.959 1.219
(2) 5.5 13.51 5.23 0.933  3,222 1.013 18,564 1.104 29.927 1.194
AV6 11.56465 5.403531 8.449052 15,58094 24.38618

50/. n 9'i 50

lOOV. 0.25  120
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RESULTS OF PAIRED T-TEST

Effect of Aspect Ratio on BZC 0.001 < P < 0.01
Effect of Hood Height on BZC n.s.
Effect of Hood Flow on BZC P < 0.001
Effect of Worker's Position on BZC 0.01 < P < 0.02
Effect of Duplication n.s.

Table 6.  Statistical Results
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DISCUSSION

-Day Effects on Welding Data-

A paired t-test was performed on the first data set
(all with the welder at 180° relative to the hood). At the
95% level, this effect was found to be not significant (0.10
< P < 0.20). Therefore, time-weighted averages of the
duplicate runs could be calculated and used for subsequent
analysis.

-Predicted Capture Efficiency vs.   BZC-

The graph of breathing zone concentration vs. the
predicted capture efficiency is shown in Figure 17. The
regression revealed a r = 0.9829.

The breathing zone concentration appears to be an inverse
linear function of the capture efficiency. Because of the
good agreement between the values, the assumption of
incompressibility used in the study appears to be valid for
this case.

This relationship between BZC and computer predicted
capture efficiency is important because it shows that the
computer program could be used as a tool for industrial
hygienists. Existing welding hood designs could be analyzed
with the computer and improved by varying such factors as
the welding area, hood flow or aspect ratio of the hood.
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In addition, because the computer program appears to be

well-suited for the welding operation, the simple fluid

mechanics model used in the program could be applied to

other processes with hopefully equal success. Other

processes might be less difficult to apply if there are no

sources of buoyancy and should be studied.

-Effect of Hood Aspect Ratio on BZC-

Fletcher's study [5] showed that aspect ratio can be

important in the design of rectangular exhaust hoods. For a

fixed face velocity, as the length to width ratio increases

the velocity at a given point in front of the hood falls.

Analysis of this study's data revealed the aspect ratio was

significant at 0.001 < P < 0.01. The lower aspect ratio

hood, 1:1, showed consistently lower breathing zone

concentrations as would be expected from Fletcher's studies.

For rectangular slot hoods, as the length to width

ratio increases, the velocity contours for the hoods flatten

out in the front of the hood. As the ratio decreases, equal

velocity contours become more rounded and extend farther out

from the hood. The lower aspect ratio hoods have the

ability to control a greater volume thereby reducing the

fume concentration level over the welding surface.
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>

-Effect  of Hood Flow on BZC-

As can be expected, the flow was found to be

significant with P < 0.001 for reducing the breathing zone
concentration.

-Effect  of Hood Height  on  BZC-

Hood height was found to be not significant in this

welding study (0.60 < P < 0.08). The experimental design,

however, reveals its inability to adequately measure this

effect. All of the conditions with flow of 120 cfm had

predicted capture efficiencies of 100% and the BZC in these

cases were reduced significantly.

To correct this situation, the effect of hood height

should have been studied at low flows so that height becomes

the more important parameter. The computer program could be

used to identify low flow situations where capture

efficiencies increase by raising the hood height.

-Effect of Worker's Position on BZC-

The welder's position relative to the hood face was

studied only with the 1:1 aspect ratio hood at a height

equal to 0.25' The flow was set at 50 cfm and repeated at

120 cfm. Only two designs were studied due to time
constraints.

As with the first part of the welding study with the

welder  at  180°,  the  breathing  zone  concentration  was
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measured using the condensation nuclei monitor and evaluated

using the computer software (digitizer Lotus 1-2-3 ).

Analysis of the data using the paired t-test showed the

welder's position was significant at 0.01 < P < 0.02 with

the breathing zone concentrations lower when the welder was

at a 90° position relative to the hood.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The breathing zone concentration measured was found to
be an inverse linear function of the computer's predicted
capture efficiency. Thus, potential theory and its inherent
assumptions appear to be valid in the application to
ventilation hood design to reduce breathing zone
concentraitons for shielded metal arc welding operations.

The study also indicated that aspect ratio and worker
position relative to the hood face are important design
factors for reducing the breathing zone concentration.

To examine the accuracy of the results from this study,
it should be repeated with a larger test matrix. The effect
of hood height reguires further evaluation.

Further research into SMAW using other electrodes and
also other welding process, e.g. MIG and TIG, are needed.

Also, continued investigation of using these simple
fluid mechanics models for improving ventilation design of
other processes is warranted.
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10
20
30

40

50

60

70

80

90
100
105
110
120
130
140
150

155
160

170

180
190
200
210

220
230
240

250

260

270
280

290
300
310
320
330
340

350

360
370

380

390

400
410

420
430
440
450

460
470

490
500

510

520
530
540
550

560

570
580

590

600
610

*************************************************************

THIS PROGRAM IS INSWLDX.BAS.  IT PREDICTS STREAMLINE
CAPTURE FOR A PRESCRIBED WELDING AREA.  IT USES THE
INSCRIBED ELLIPSE METHOD OF CALCULATION AND GRAPHS THE

STREAMLINES IN THE  X,Z  COORDINATE SYSTEM,  TO SEE THE
Y,Z COORDINATE SYSTEM PLOT, PLEASE RUN INSWLDY.BAS.
VALUES TO BE INPUTTED ARE SLOT LENGTH, WIDTH AND HEIGHT AND
HOOD FLOW.  ALL OTHER REQUIRED VARIABLES ARE CONSTANTS
CONTAINED IN THE BODY OF THE PROGRAM,

t*************************************************************

CLS

DIM P(3000,2)
DIM PREVX(2)
DIM PREVY(2)
DIM PREVZ(2)
PI=3.1415927#

INPUT "WHAT IS THE CONDITION";COND$
INPUT "WHAT IS THE SLOT LENGTH IN FT";L
INPUT "WHAT IS THE SLOT WIDTH IN FT";W
INPUT "WHAT IS THE HOOD FLOW IN CFM";Q
INPUT "WHAT IS THE HEIGHT OF THE SLOT ABOVE THE TANK IN FT";H
CLS
COUNT=0
CAP=0

TL=1   ' FEET - TOTAL AREA LENGHT
TW=1   • FEET - TOTAL AREA WIDTH
QJ=.035  ' CFM - FLOW AT SOURCE
VCL=5  • FPM - CROSSDRAFT
DIAM=.0286  ' FEET - DIAMETER OF SOURCE
TS=600 • DEGREES F - SOURCE TEMPERATURE
TA=70 ' DEGREES F - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
INC=.03 • FEET - INCREMENT VALUE
TLHLF=TL/2
TWHLF=TW/2
A=L/2
B=W/2

HTS=2*DIAM   'feet - INITIAL POINT; NULL ZONE HEIGHT

LINES 410-480 CALCULATE THE INITIAL VERTICAL VELOCITY
USING BENDER'S EQUATIONS.  THESE CALCULATIONS ARE
METRIC WHERE ALL OTHERS ARE ENGLISH.

R=2*DIAM*.3048   'meter
ALPHA=.093

QS=QJ*.028317*(l/60)  'm3/sec
DELTA=9.810001*((TS-TA)/(TA+460))  'm/sec
F=QS*DELTA   'm4/sec
VP1=(5/(6*ALPHA))   'm/sec
VP2=((18*F*ALPHA)/(5*PI))"(l/3)   'm/sec
I

' THE K LOOP DEFINES 5 ROWS IN THE WELDING AREA

FOR K=l TO 5
PREX=(K-3)*TL/6

' THE S LOOP DEFINES 4 COLUMNS IN THE WELDING AREA

FOR  S=l TO 4
COUNT=0

Z=S*(TW/5)
Y=HTS-H

X=PREX
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620

630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750

760
770
780

790
800
810
811
812
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920

930
940
950
980
990
1000

1001
1010
1011
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160

1170

1180

THE I LOOP CALCULATES THE POINTS IN THE INDIVIDUAL STREAMLINES
THE M LOOP DOES THE IMAGING

FOR 1=1 TO 3000
FOR M=l TO 2

IF M=l THEN Y=2*H+Y ELSE Y=y-(2*H)
QA=(A"2*B"2)
QB=(A'^2+B''2)
QC=(X"2*B"2)
QD=(Y"2*A"2)
Q1=QA-QC-QD-(Z"2*QB)
Q2=QB-(X"2)-(Y"2)-(Z'^2)
AF=(1/3)*(3*Q1-Q2"2)
R1=-(Z"2*A"2*B"2)
BF=((1/27)*(2*Q2"3-9*Q1*Q2+27*R1))
MM=2*SQR(-AF/3)
PRELM=(3*BF)/(AF*MM)
IF ABS(PRELM)>=1    THEN 811 ELSE 820
IF ABS(PRELM)>=1    GOTO 1140
LA=0

GOTO 830

LA=((PI/2)-(ATN(PRELM/(SQR(l-PRELM"2)))))/3
LACOS=COS(LA)
LAMBDA=(2*SQR(-AF/3)*LACOS)-(Q2/3)
IF LAMBDA<0 THEN LAMBDA=(2*SQR(-AF/3)*COS(LA+2*PI/3))-(Q2/3)
E1=(A"2+LAMBDA)
E2=(B"2+LAMBDA)
E3=(((X*LAMBDA)"2)*(E2"2))
E4=(((Y*LAMBDA)"2)*(E1"2))
E5=(Z"2)*(E1'^2)*(E2"2)
E=E3+E4+E5

C0EF=-Q/(2*PI*E)
VX1=(C0EF*X)*(E1".5)*(E2"1
VY1=(C0EF*Y)*(E2".5)*(E1"1
VZ1=(C0EF*Z)*(LAMBDA'".5)*(E1"1.5)*(E2
PREVX(M)=VX1

5)*LAMBDA"1.5
5)*LAMBDA"1.5

1,5)

PREVY(M)=VY1
PREVZ(M)=VZ1
RR=(H+Y+HTS)*.305 ' METERS
NEXT M

W=VPl*VP2*((l/RR)'^(l/3) )*196.85
VX=PREVX(1)+PREVX{2)+VCL
VY=PREVY(1)+PREVY(2)+W
VZ=PREVZ(1)+PREVZ(2)
VTT=SQR(VX"2+VY'^2+VZ"2)
X=X+(INC*VX/VTT)
Y=Y+(INC*VY/VTT)
Z=Z+(INC*VZ/VTT)
R=R+(INC*VY/VTT)
P(I,1)=Z

fpm

P(I,2)=X
IF Z<.05
IF Z<.05

NEXT I

CAPEFF=(CAP/20)*100
SCREEN 1,0
COLOR 0,1
WINDOW (-1.5,-1)-(1

THEN CAP=CAP+1

OR X>2 OR Y>2 THEN 1=3000 ELSE C0UNT=I+1

5,1)
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1190 LINE (TW,TLHLF) -(TW,-TLHLF),2
1200 LINE (0,-TLHLF) -(TW,-TLHLF),2
1210 LINE (0,TLHLF)- (TW,TLHLF),2
1220 LINE (0,A)-(0,. 66),2
1230 LINE (0,-A)-(0, -.66),2
1240 LINE (0,A)-(-.05,A),2
1250 LINE (0,-A)-(-. 05,-A),2
1251 LINE (1.3,.75)- (1.3,.88),2
1252 LINE (1.3,.75)- (1.45,.75),2
1253 LINE (1.22,.64) -(1.3,.75),2
1254 LINE (1.3,.88)- (1.31,.87),2
1255 LINE (1.45,.75) -(1.44,.76),2
1256 LINE (1.45,.75) -(1.44,.74),2
1257 LINE (1.22,.64) -(1.22,.65),2
1258 LINE (1.22,.64) -(1.23,.64),2
1259 LINE (1.3,.88)- (1.29,.87),2
1260 '

1270 •   THE   J LOOP  PLOTS THE  POINTS   CALCULATED
1280 1

1290 FOR   J=l   TO  COUNT
1300 C=P(J,1)
1310 D=P(J,2)
1320 PSET(C,D),1
1330 NEXT  J
1340 NEXT   S

1350 NEXT  K

1360 KEY   OFF
1370 LOCATE 11,4:PRINT "CAPEFF=";CAPEFF;"%"
1380 LOCATE 17,4:PRINT "TS=";TS;"   F"
1390 LOCATE 18,4:PRINT "QJ=";QJ;"  CFM"
1400 LOCATE 19,4:PRINT "D=";DIAM;"   FT"
1410 LOCATE 12,4:PRINT "L=";L;"  FT"
1420 LOCATE 13,4:PRINT II U— II . M . II  pip II
1430 LOCATE 15,4:PRINT "Q=";Q;" CFM"
1440 LOCATE 20,4:PRINT "VC=";VCL;"  FPM"
1450 LOCATE 21,4:PRINT "TL=";TL;"   FT"
1460 LOCATE 22,4:PRINT "TW=";TW;"   FT"
1470 LOCATE 14,4:PRINT "HT=";H;"   FT"
1480 LOCATE 23,4:PRINT "INC=";INC;"   FT"
1481 LOCATE 16,4:PRINT "TA=";TA;"F"
1482 LOCATE 5,4:PRINT   ' CONDITION   ";COND$;
1490 BEEP
1500 BEEP

1510 D$=INKEY$:   IF  D$=' C"   THEN  1530  ELSE  1520
1520 IF  D$=" X"   THEN   1540  ELSE   1510
1530 LPRINT CHR$(12)
1540 END

BY   THE   I   AND  M  LOOPS
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10
20
30

40

,50
'60
70
80
90
100
105
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330

340
350
360
370
380
390
400

410
420
430

440
450
460
470
490
500
510
520
530

540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610

THIS PROGRAM IS INSWLDY.BAS.  IT PREDICTS STREAMLINE
CAPTURE FOR A PRESCRIBED WELDING AREA.  IT USES THE
INSCRIBED ELLIPSE METHOD OF CALCULATION AND GRAPHS THE
STREAMLINES IN THE  Y,Z  COORDINATE SYSTEM.  TO SEE THE
X,Z COORDINATE SYSTEM PLOT, PLEASE RUN INSWLDX.BAS.
VALUES TO BE INPUTTED ARE SLOT LENGTH, WIDTH AND HEIGHT AND
HOOD FLOW.  ALL OTHER REQUIRED VARIABLES ARE CONSTANTS
CONTAINED IN THE BODY OF THE PROGRAM.

CLS

DIM P(3000,2)
DIM PREVX(2)
DIM PREVY(2)
DIM PREVZ(2)
PI=3.1415927#

INPUT "WHAT IS THE CONDITION";COND$
INPUT "WHAT IS THE SLOT LENGTH IN FT";L
INPUT "WHAT IS THE SLOT WIDTH IN FT";W
INPUT "WHAT IS THE HOOD FLOW IN CFM";Q
INPUT "WHAT IS THE HEIGHT OF THE SLOT ABOVE THE TANK IN FT";H
CLS

COUNT=0
CAP=0

TL=1   ' FEET - TOTAL AREA LENGHT
TW=1   ' FEET - TOTAL AREA WIDTH
QJ=.035  • CFM - FLOW AT SOURCE
VCL=5  ' FPM - CROSSDRAFT
DIAM=.0286  ' FEET - DIAMETER OF SOURCE
TS=600 • DEGREES F - SOURCE TEMPERATURE
TA=70 • DEGREES F - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
INC=.03 ' FEET - INCREMENT VALUE
TLHLF=TL/2
TWHLF=TW/2
A=L/2
B=W/2

HTS=2*DIAM   'feet - INITIAL POINT; NULL ZONE HEIGHT

LINES 410-480 CALCULATE THE INITIAL VERTICAL VELOCITY
USING BENDER'S EQUATIONS.  THESE CALCULATIONS ARE
METRIC WHERE ALL OTHERS ARE ENGLISH.

R=2*DIAM*.3048   'meter
ALPHA=.09 3

QS=QJ*.028317*(l/60)  'm3/sec
DELTA=9.810001*((TS-TA)/(TA+460))  'm/sec
F=QS*DELTA   'm4/sec
VP1=(5/(6*ALPHA))   'm/sec
VP2=((18*F*ALPHA)/(5*PI))"(l/3)   'm/sec

' THE K LOOP DEFINES 5 ROWS IN THE WELDING AREA
I

FOR K=l TO 5

PREX=(K-3)*TL/6
I

' THE S LOOP DEFINES 4 COLUMNS IN THE WELDING AREA

FOR S=l TO 4
COUNT=0

Z=S*(TW/5)
Y=HTS-H
X=PREX
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610

620 '
630 '
640 '
650 '
,660
670
680
690

700
710
720

730
740

750
760

770
780
790
800

810
811
812
820

830

840

850

860

870
880

890
900
910

920

930
940
950

980
990
1000
1001
1010

1011
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090

1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160

1170
1180

X=PREX

THE I LOOP CALCULATES THE POINTS IN THE INDIVIDUAL STREAMLINES
THE M LOOP DOES THE IMAGING

FOR 1=1 TO 3000
FOR M=l TO 2

IF M=l THEN Y=2*H+Y ELSE Y=Y-(2*H)
QA=(A"2*B"2)
QB=(A^2+B''2)
QC=(X"2*B''2)
QD=(Y"2*A"2)
Q1=QA-QC-QD-(Z''2*QB)
Q2=QB-(X"2)-(Y"2)-(Z"2)
AF=(1/3)*(3*Q1-Q2"2)
R1 = -(Z'^2*A"2*B'^2)
BF=((1/27)*(2*Q2"3-9*Q1*Q2+27*R1))
MM=2*SQR(-AF/3)
PRELM=(3*BF)/(AF*MM)
IF ABS(PRELM)>=1    THEN
IF ABS(PRELM)>=1    GOTO
LA=0
GOTO 830

LA=((PI/2)-(ATN(PRELM/(SQR(l-PRELM"2)))))/3
LACOS=COS(LA)
LAMBDA=(2*SQR(-AF/3)*LACOS)-(Q2/3)
IF LAMBDA<0 THEN LAMBDA=(2*SQR(-AF/3)*COS(LA+2*PI/3))-(Q2/3)
E1=(A''2+LAMBDA)
E2=(B"2+LAMBDA)
E3=( ( (X*LAMBDA)''2)*(E2
E4=(((Y*LAMBDA)"2)*(E1
E5=(Z"2)*(E1"2)*(E2"2)
E=E3+E4+E5

C0EF=-Q/(2*PI*E)
VX1=(C0EF*X)*(E1".5)*(E2
VY1=(C0EF*Y)*(E2".5)*(E1

811 ELSE
1140

820

2))
2))

^1
^1,

5)*LAMBDA"1
5)*LAMBDA"1,

VZ1=(C0EF*Z)*(LAMBDA".5)*(E1"1.5)*(E2"1.5)
PREVX(M)=VX1
PREVY(M)=VY1
PREVZ(M)=VZ1
RR=(H+Y+HTS)*.305 ' METERS
NEXT M

W=VPl*VP2*((l/RR)"(l/3))*196.85   •fpm
VX=PREVX(1)+PREVX(2)+VCL
VY=PREVY (1) +PREVY { 2 ) +W
VZ=PREVZ(1)+PREVZ(2)
VTT=SQR(VX'-2+VY"2+VZ"2)
X=X+(INC*VX/VTT)
Y=Y+(INC*VY/VTT)
Z=Z+(INC*VZ/VTT)
R=R+(INC*Vy/VTT)
P(I,1)=Z
P(I,2)=Y

THEN CAP=CAP+1
OR X>2 OR Y>1.5

IF Z<.05
IF Z<.05

NEXT I

CAPEFF=(CAP/20)*100
SCREEN 1,0
COLOR 0,0
WINDOW (-2,-2)-(2,2)

THEN 1=3000 ELSE C0UNT=I+1
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1190
1200
1210
1211

|1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430

1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1481
1482
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540

LINE (0,-H)-(TW,-H),2
LINE (0,-H)-(0,-B),2
LINE (0,B)-(0,.46),2
LINE (1.5,1.5)-(1.8,1.5),2
LINE (1.8,1.5)-(1.75,1.55),2
LINE (1.8,1.5)-(1.75,1.45),2
LINE (1.5,1.5)-(1.5,1.8),2
LINE (1.5,1.8)-(1.45,1.75),2
LINE (1.5,1.8)-(1.55,1.75),2
LINE (1.5,1.5)-(1.3,1.3),2
LINE (1.3,1.3)-(1.3,1.35),2
LINE (1.3,1.3)-(1.35,1.3),2
LINE (0,B)-(-.05,B),2
LINE (0,-B)-(-.05,-B),2

THE J LOOP PLOTS THE POINTS CALCULATED BY THE I AND M LOOPS

FOR J=l TO COUNT
C=P(J,1)
D=P(J,2)
PSET(C,D),1
NEXT J

NEXT S

NEXT K

KEY OFF

LOCATE 11,4;PRINT "CAPEFF=";CAPEFF;"%"
LOCATE 17,4:PRINT "TS=";TS;" F"
LOCATE 18,4:PRINT ••QJ = ";QJ;" CFM"
LOCATE 19,4:PRINT "D=";DIAM;" FT"
LOCATE 12,4:PRINT "L=";L;" FT"
LOCATE 13,4:PRINT "W=";W;" FT"
LOCATE 15,4:PRINT "Q=";Q;" CFM"
LOCATE 20,4:PRINT "VC=";VCL;" FPM"
LOCATE 21,4:PRINT "TL=";TL;" FT"
LOCATE 22,4:PRINT "TW=";TW;" FT"
LOCATE 14,4:PRINT "HT=";H;" FT"
LOCATE 23,4:PRINT "INC=";INC;" FT"
LOCATE 16,4:PRINT "TA=";TA;"F"
LOCATE 5,4:PRINT "CONDITION ";COND$;
BEEP
BEEP

D$=INKEY$: IF D$="C" THEN 1530 ELSE 1520
IF D$="X" THEN 1540 ELSE 1510
LPRINT CHR$(12)
END
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CONDITION A

CAPEFF= 50 X
L= .667  FT
W= .135  FT
HT= .25  FT
Q= 50  CFM
TA= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM
D= .0286  FT
UC= 5  FPM
TL= 1  FT
TW= 1  FT
I NC= . 03  FT

I 1. 1.1 " .'I

•>£

Y
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CONDITION A

CAPEFF= 50  y.
L= .667  FT
M= .135  FT
HT= .25  FT
Q=: 50  CFM
TA= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM

0286  FT
FPM
FT

TW= 1  FT
I NC= . 03  FT

D=
UC= 5
TL= 1

y

t
X
^
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CONDITION  B

CAPEFF=   58  >:
L=   .667     FT
N=   .135     FT
HT=   1     FT
Q=   58     CFM
TA=   78  F
TS=   688     F
QJ=   .835     CFM

8286     FT
FPM
FT

TM=   1     FT
INC=   .83     FT

D=
UC=   5
TL=   1

' ..\.i.

i|;„[i,....",'i

I'l...

''.......    ͣͣͣͣ.....•• ͣ'• ͣͣ'•'1..
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CONDITION B

CAPEFF= 50 X
L= .667  FT
M= .135  FT
HT= 1  FT
Q= 50  CFM
Tft= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM
D= .0286  FT
UC= 5  FPM
TL= 1  FT
TM= 1  FT
INC= .03  FT

V

!    I

r

!:i!

J ^ 2:

J

',

II   I ;
ii   I

I

II   I

'i

ͣ•Ii;..

ͣI
It
ii
•I
I.

ͣI
II
Ii
ͣI
ii
I
ii
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CONDITION C

I
/

f

CAPEFF= 100  y.
L= .667  FT
M= .135  FT
HT= .25  FT
Q= 120  CFM
TA= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM

0286  FT
FPM
FT

TM= 1  FT
INC= .03  FT

D=
UC= 5
TL= 1

I
.1 I

.' I....
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CONDITION C j^ "^

CAPEFF= 100 X
L= .667  FT
M= .135  FT      _ii
HT= .25  FT      tlQ=   120  CFM
TA= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM
D= .0286  FT
UC= 5  FPM
TL= 1  FT
TIJ= 1  FT
INC= .03  FT

'        ' ' I

..';'.':'•'•........ ͣͣͣͣ":i:i.;,,   ͣͣͣi.

y
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CONDITION D

CAPEFF= 100 X
L= .667  FT
M= .135  FT
HT= 1  FT
Q= 120  CFM
Tft= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM
D= .0286  FT
UC= 5  FPM
TL= 1  FT
TW= 1  FT
INC= .03  FT

J

I I I

' iV".,

11! 'i ͣͣ '•' ͣ '

iliil,;'"'"'" '• ͣ:,

:;.'•: ͣ: ͣ..:

ͣ•I.:":.:."'

"i-i.

*'•...

ͣf*itii

ͣ...... ͣ•••..

......"'I.!

Ml
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CONDITION  D

/

k.'

~]if ^

G

CAPEFFz:   100   X
L=   .667      FT
M=   .135     FT
HT=   1     FT
Q=   120     CFM
Tft=   70  F
TS=   600     F
QJ=   .035     CFM

0286     FT
FPM
FT

TW=   1     FT
INC=   .03     FT

D=
UC=   5
TL=   1

,_i,;i.!.i..x-;-;":i:.i,;,;;;,;.._
ͣl ͣ   ͣ' ll

ͣ''i""'!'i'. ͣ Ml'.   '!: ͣ

ͣ'I,.....„ ͣ•"'„   \
'l.  "l.   \   \
1   I.    -I    "I
'I    I,    'I

I   I   I.   I.

I    I    I    I
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CONDITION  E

CflPEFF=   58  X
L=   .292     FT
M=   .292     FT
HT=   .25     FT
Q=   58     CFH
TA=   78  F
TS=   688     F
QJ=   .835     CFM

8286     FT
FPM
FT

TM=   1     FT
INC=   .83     FT

D=
MC=   5
TL=   1

'IiimI"

-r

iiii • I • I >i •

'••I...

III(l«tl*llllMH

......
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hi !l        BIII,;     5 y------* 2CONDITION  E I'l;] z"^
'I''      ii.li

i     II
I

iJi T:       "M,ͣͣI.: i: III.

' ͣ• ͣ'I. ''.
' ͣ' ͣ ͣͣ. 'i'.CAPEFFz:   50  X

L=   .292     FT
M=   .292     FT
HT=   .25     FT -1 " ͣ-! ͣ   ͣ* ͣ
Q=   50     CFM -------
TA=   70  F
TS=   600     F
QJ=   .035     CFM
D=   .0286     FT
UC=   5     FPM
TL=   1     FT
TM=   1     FT
INC=   .03     FT

III
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CONDITION  F

r

CAPEFF=   70  X
L=   .292     FT
M=   .292     FT
HT=   1     FT
Q=   50     CFH
Tfl=   70  F
TS=   600     F
QJ=   .035     CFM

0286     FT
FPM
FT

TW=   1     FT
INC=   .03     FT

D=
UC=   5
TL=   1

.,:!•"•

.!lrii>i.i"

.......
lltiMlllltllllt,

( ͣMlltlltlllillt

I
y

ͣͣ iti'*'*"'"iii' 11 * ͣ ͣ

'\

III..........,.

.. 'i. ͣͣ
ͣ•'I..
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CONDITION F

CflPEFF= 70 :^
L= .292  FT
M= .292  FT
HT= 1  FT
Q= 50  CFM
Tft= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM
D= .0286  FT
UC= 5  FPM
TL= 1  FT
TM= 1  FT
INC= .03  FT

J I-

V:!'!-,
'•'I
'III

liil

i'l
'.I
%ͣ

Ji.

' ͣ'* ͣ,I'li:.

ͣII.:
'"Is

•ill.

••h.

ͣ'li:
II
II
I
ͣI
I

h.
11
II

/

X

ͣ^
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CONDITION G

CAPEFF= 100  y.
L= .292  FT
M= .292  FT
HT= .25  FT
Q= 120  CFM
Tfl= 70 F
TS= 600  F
QJ= .035  CFM
D= .0286  FT
UC= 5  FFM
TL= 1  FT
TM= 1  FT
INC= .03  FT

Y
; "*2

..'I':.....
• ͣ'.' I.;' • • ͣ

• . ͣ. ͣ• ͣͣ ••

ͣII i 11II
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CONDITION G

CAPEFF= 188 y. \A'::»:1{!;^s,L= . 292  FT     J::'::!.............. ͣ*
M= .292 FT    ͣte;:;i;"-'*^i.,
HT= .25  FT      -I ͣ•"'> ͣ......^ '• ͣͣ
Q= 128  CFM      ------
TA= 78 F
TS= 688  F

(  QJ= .835  CFM
D= .8286  FT
UC= 5  FPM
TL= 1  FT
TM= 1  FT
INC= .83  FT
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CONDITION  H

CAPEFF=   100  X
h=   .292     FT
M=   .292     FT
HT=   1     FT
Q=   120     CFH
TA=   70 F
TS=   600     F
QJ=   .035     CFM

0286     FT
FPM
FT

TM=   1     FT
INC=   .03     FT

D=
UC=   5
TL=   1

y

-»E

tlHI

•.I."'!'.:

r        • ͣ

,1."    ..'

M.ll..||J*.**"*'llllll.

• I I •*

HtM       ,f, |im|t|i||iM

ii:::"''-'''''..:r:.:
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CONDITION  H

V

CAPEFF=   100  y.
L=   .292     FT
H=   -292     FT
HT=   1     FT
Q=  120     CFH

W     TS=   600     F

TM=   1     FT
INC=   .03*   FT

J
:,.i.i..i.:.«.t.':;:::..:,:.;,:.:.
:i;i'l';'''-::»;::-v. "''Iv.
'••"' ͣͣ.;:.."=' ͣ*::•„  "'V
•'I; ''I'.  ' ͣI.'i,  -'i.

':  "   i
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#

10

20
30
40

50
60

70
80
90
100

110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

260
270
280
290
300
310
320

330

340

350
360

370
380
390
400

410

420
430
440
450
460

461
462

463
464
465
466
467
468
470

480
490
500

I*******************************************************
• THIS PROGRAM IS NAMED DEF25.BAS.  IT IS DESIGNED TO
' CALCULATE PLUME DEFLECTIONS 25 INCHES ABOVE THE
• SOURCE.  EQUATIONS FOR VERTICAL VELOCITY ARE FROM
• BENDER'S ARTICLE.
I *******************************************************
CLS

DIM P(3000,2)
PI=3.1416
INPUT "WHAT

"WHAT
"WHAT
"WHAT

"WHAT

IS

IS

IS
IS

IS

THE

THE

THE
THE

THE

THE

PLUME FLOW IN CFM";QS
SOURCE TEMP IN DEGREES F";TS
AMBIENT TEMP IN DEGREES F";TA
CROSSDRAFT IN FPM";VC
JET DIAMETER IN FEET";DIAM
INCREMENT IN FEET";INC

INPUT
INPUT
INPUT

INPUT

INPUT "SELECT
CLS

COUNT=0

DELTA=9.810001*((TS-TA)/(TA+460))
QS=QS*.028317*(l/60) 'MS/SEC  CONVERSION FROM FPM
F=(QS)*DELTA
ALPHA=.093

VP1=(5/(6*ALPHA))
VP2=((18*F*ALPHA)/(5*PI))"(l/3)
R=DIAM*2*.3048 ' CONVERSION FROM FT TO METERS
Z=.91   'METERS  =3 FT.
ANGLE=0
FOR 1=1 TO 1000

VP=VP1*VP2*((l/R)"(l/3))
convert from fpm to m/sec

'convert displacement to inches

VZ=VC*.3048*(l/60)
VR=VP

ANGLE=ATN(VZ/VR)
R=R+(COS(ANGLE)*INC)
Z=Z-(SIN(ANGLE)*INC)
IF R>.635+(2*DIAM) THEN 1=1000 ELSE C0UNT=I+1

P(I,1)=Z
P(I,2)=R
NEXT I

QS=(QS*60)/.028317
DSP=.91—Z

DSP=(DSP*100)/2.54
SCREEN 1,0
COLOR 0,1
WINDOW (-.3,-1.3)-(1.3,1.3)
LINE (0,0)-(0,l),2
LINE (0,0)-(l,0),2
LINE (0,.635+(2*DIAM))
LINE (0,1)-(.03,1),2
LINE (0,.5)-(.03,.5),2
LINE (0,.75)-(.03,,75),2
LINE (0,.25)-(.03,.25),2
LINE (.25,0)-(.25,.05),2
LINE (.5,0)-(.5,.05),2
LINE (.75,0)-(.75,.05),2
LINE (1,0)-(1,.05),2
FOR J=l TO COUNT
C=P(J,1)
D=P(J,2)
PSET(C,D),1

(1,.635+(2*DIAM))
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510 NEXT J

520 KEY OFF

530 LOCATE 1,10:PRINT "DEFLECTION AT 25 INCHES"
531 LOCATE 16,9:PRINT "DEFLECTION=";DSP;"INCHES"
540 LOCATE 18,9:PRINT "QS=";QS;"CFM"
550 LOCATE 19,9:PRINT "VC=";VC;"FPM"
560 LOCATE 20,9:PRINT "TS=";TS;"F"
570 LOCATE 21,9 .'PRINT "TA=";TA;"F"
580 LOCATE 22,9:PRINT "D=";DIAM;"FT"
590 LOCATE 23,9:PRINT "INC=";INC;"FT"
600 BEEP

610 D$=INKEY$: IF D$="C" THEN 630  ELSE 620
620 IF D$="X" THEN 640  ELSE 610
630 LPRINT CHR$(12)
640 END
650 END
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10
20
30

40
50

60
70

80

90
100

110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240

250
260
270
280
290
300
310

320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400

410
420
430
440
450

460
461
462
463

464
465
466

467
468
470
480
490
500

*******************************************************

THIS PROGRAM IS NAMED DEF12.BAS.  IT IS DESIGNED TO
CALCULATE PLUME DEFLECTIONS 12 INCHES ABOVE THE
SOURCE.  EQUATIONS FOR VERTICAL VELOCITY ARE FROM
BENDER'S ARTICLE.
*******************************************************

CLS

DIM P(3000,2)
PI=3.1416
INPUT "WHAT

"WHAT
"WHAT
"WHAT

"WHAT

IS

IS

IS

IS

IS

THE

THE

THE

THE

THE
THE

PLUME FLOW IN CFM";QS
SOURCE TEMP IN DEGREES F";TS
AMBIENT TEMP IN DEGREES F";TA
CROSSDRAFT IN FPM";VC
JET DIAMETER IN FEET";DIAM
INCREMENT IN FEET";INC

INPUT

INPUT

INPUT

INPUT

INPUT "SELECT
CLS

COUNT=0

DELTA=9.810001*((TS-TA)/(TA+460))
QS=QS*.028317*(l/60) •M3/SEC  CONVERSION FROM FPM
F=(QS)*DELTA
ALPHA=.09 3

VP1=(5/(6*ALPHA))
VP2=( (18*F*ALPHA)/(5*PI))'^(l/3)
R=DIAM*2*.3048 ' CONVERSION FROM FT TO METERS
Z=.91   'METERS  =3 FT.
ANGLE=0
FOR 1=1 TO 1000

VP=VPl*VP2*((l/R)"(l/3))
VZ=VC*.3048*(1/60)   ' convert from fpm to m/sec
VR=VP

ANGLE=ATN(VZ/VR)
R=R+(COS(ANGLE)*INC)
Z=Z-(SIN(ANGLE)*INC)
IF R>.3048+(2*DIAM) THEN 1=1000 ELSE C0UNT=I+1

P(I,1)=Z
P(I,2)=R
NEXT I

QS=(QS*60)/.028317
DSP=.91-Z

DSP=(DSP*100)/2.54   'convert displacement to inches
SCREEN 1,0
COLOR 0,1
WINDOW (-.3,-1.3)-(1.3,1.3)
LINE (0,0)-(0,l),2
LINE (0,0)-(l,0),2
LINE (0,.3048+(2*DIAM))-(1,.3048+(2*DIAM))
LINE (0,l)-(.03,1),2
LINE (0,.5)-(.03,.5),2
LINE (0, .75)-(.03,.75),2
LINE (0,.25)-(.03,.25),2
LINE (.25,0)-(.25,.05),2
LINE (.5,0)-(.5,.05),2
LINE (.75,0)-(.75,.05),2
LINE (1,0)-(1,.05),2
FOR J=l TO COUNT
C=P(J,1)
D=P(J,2)
PSET(C,D),1
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#

510 NEXT J
520 KEY OFF

530 LOCATE 1,10:PRINT "DEFLECTION AT 12 INCHES"
531 LOCATE 16,9:PRINT "DEFLECTION=";DSP;"INCHES"
540 LOCATE 18,9:PRINT "QS=";QS;"CFM"
550 LOCATE 19,9:PRINT "VC=";VC;"FPM"
560 LOCATE 20,9:PRINT "TS=";TS;"F"
570 LOCATE 21,9:PRINT "TA=";TA;"F"
580 LOCATE 22,9:PRINT "D=";DIAM;"FT"
590 LOCATE 23,9:PRINT "INC=";INC;"FT"
600 BEEP

610 D$=INKEY$: IF D$="C" THEN 630  ELSE 620
620 IF D$="X" THEN 640  ELSE 610
630 LPRINT CHR$(12)
640 END
650 END

#
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DEFLECTION AT 12 INCHES

Y

0.15

C>.5

D.ZS

-------^

X X

c^.zs o.s d.n^
2:

DEFLECT 10N=: 11.51287 INCHES
QS= .035 CFM
UC= 71 FFM
TS= 600 F
TA= 48 F
D= .0286 FT
INC= .01 FT
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DEFLECTION  AT   25   INCHES

O.T5

Y     o.^

O^serv^ci cjle-f l«crfi'&f^

.'••^

QZS O.S 0.-75"

^. , ͣ

DEFLECTI0N=   27.34686   INCHES
QS=   .035   CFM
UC=   71   FPM
TS=   600  F
Tft=   48   F
D=   .0286   FT
INC=   .01   FT
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r

1

0.26

o

DEFLECTION  AT   25   INCHES

-------------------1—-rrH-------------

X

C.2S 0.5 O.T5 \  Crrie.-hSr"^

DEFLECTI0N=   12.56397   INCHES
QS=   .835   CFM
UC=   33   FPM
TS=   608  F
TA=   48   F
D=   .8286   FT
INC=   .81   FT
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CONDITION A - FIRST RUN
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TIME (MIN)
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CONDITION A - SECOND RUN
3/8/88
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TIME (MIN)
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CONDITION B - FIRST RUN
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CONDITION B - SECOND RUN
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CONDITION C - FIRST RUN
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TIME (MIN)
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CONDITION C - SECOND RUN
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CONDITION D - FIRST RUN
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CONDITION D - SECOND RUN
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CONDITION E - SECOND RUN
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CONDITION F - FIRST RUN
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CONDITION E AT 90 DEGREES
100
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2
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CONDITION E2 AT 90 DEGREES
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CONDITION G AT 90 DEGREES
FIRST RUN
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CONDITION G AT 90 DEGREES
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